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The use of high temperature superconductor for device application has
made the compatibility of the film and substrate an important issue. Garnets
having reasonably low dielectric constant and low dielectric losses can be
viable low cost substrate materials for the microwave devices. Garnet single
crystals like Gd3 Ga5 O12 (GGG), Y3 Ga5 O 12 (YGG), Y3 ΑI5 O 12 (YAG) etc.
can be potential HTSC substrate materials for microwave devices. Properties
of HTSC films on some of these garnet crystals are compared here.

PACS numbers: 68.55.-a, 68.60.-p, 74.76.Bz, 81.15.-z

1. Viable substrates for HTsC microwave quality films

Most device applications require substrates which are non-expensive, non-
-fragile, easily available in large size, free of structural inhomogeneities and phase
transitions, chemically stable at the interface, flat, defect-free, having good ther-
mal expansion and lattice match with the HTSC films. For high frequency mi-
cromillimeter wave devices the substrate should also satisfy the criteria of low
dielectric constant (ε < 20), low loss tangent (tan 5 < 10-3) and have isotropic
microwave properties. Such requirements are not met uniformly by various avail-
able substrates and make the search for viable substrates an open and active area
of research.

Rare-earth alluminates [1], gallates [2, 3] and orthoferrites [4, 5] are materials
having excellent microwave properties and have been tried to grow good epitaxial
YΒa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) films. All these substrate materials, however, suffer from
the major drawback of undergoing structural phase transformation leading to twin-
ning causing undesirable strains in the HTSC films [6]. Sapphire (Al2O3), also a
good microwave substrate, is a low cost material but suffers from anisotropic dielec-
tric properties and reactivity with YBCO film. Tetragonal ΑBCΟ4 single crystals
(A = Sr, Ca; B = rare-earth element and C = Ga or Al) have also been found
suitable to grow epitaxial fllms of YBCO and  Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O (BSCCO) and have
low dielectric constants [7]. From tlis perovskite aluminate group CaΝdΑlΟ4 are
better microwave substrates than SrLaΑlO4 crystals which are extremely brittle.
Another family of substrate materials having low dielectric constants (< 20) and
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low loss tangents (< 10 -3) are spinels and garnets. We demonstrated and reported
for the first time the use of gadolinium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12) single crys-
tal as a potential substrate for growing highly oriented thin films of YBCO [8, 9]
and screen printed thick fllms of Bi—Sr-Ca-Cu--O (with the chemical composition
Bi:Sr:Ca:Cu = 2:2:2:3) superconductors [10]. Aluminium spinel (MgΑl2O4) sub-
strates have also been used to grow both thick [11] and thin [12] films of YBCO but
found to be reactive with HTSC fllms. c-axis oriented thin films of Bi-Sr—Ca—Cu-O
(2:2:2:1) grown by MOCVD on yttrium aluminium garnet (Y3Αl3O12) have also
been reported [13].

2. Garnet substrates

2.1. Properties of rare-earth garnet substrates

We shall consider the properties of rare-earth garnet substrates of the type
Α3Β5O12 (where A = Y or rare-earth element, Β = Fe, Ga or Al) as a suitable
material for growing HTSC microwave quality films.

Garnets can be viable substrates for growth of HTSC microwave quality
films. High quality single crystals of rare-earth garnets with low defect structure
(< 5/mm2) can be grown by Czochralski method and relatively non-expensive
substrate wafers of 8" diameter or more can easily be available commercially.
The garnet substrates are mechanically strong (to < 0.010") and have properties
suitable for growing HTSC microwave quality films. They have low loss tangent
(tan ő < 10' 3 -10 -5), low dielectric constant (ε = 9-14), chemical compatibil-
ity with HTSC fllms (with effective lattice mismatch < 3%), thermal expansion
coefficient in the range of 3.35-14 x 10 -6 K-1 and isotropic microwave properties.

2.2. Properties of YBCO-HTSC films on garnet substrates

Different oriented films can be easily grown on garnet substrates by choosing
appropriate substrate orientation or a proper buffer material. We shall compare
here the properties of YBCO thin fllms grown on gadolinium gallium garnet and
yttrium aluminium garnet substrates grown by standard in situ laser ablation
technique [8].

YBCO thin films of preferred α- or c-axis orientation can be grown directly on
(111)-oriented GGG substrates by depositing films at suitable substrate tempera-
tures (Τ5 ). At lower Τ mixed α—c oriented films (Τ 620-6400C) or preferred
α-axis oriented films (Τ ≈ 650-670°C) can be obtained. At higher substrate tem-
peratures (Τ5 > 7000C), c-axis films can be grown on (211)/(100)/(110) GGG [14]
as well as on (001)YAG substrates. At Ts > 700°C, c-axis oriented films can also be
obtained on garnet substrates with a suitable thin buffer layer of yttria stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) or cerium oxide (CeO2).

3. Results and discussions

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the YBCO films on (111)GGG substrate
with a buffer of 1000 Α of YSZ, (111)GGG and (001)YAG substrates are shown in
Fig. lc—e. Figure 1a and 1b show the same for polycrystalline GGG and (111)GGG
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substrate. Figure 1b of (111)GGG substrate shows the maximum intensity peak at
an angle of 51.07° corresponding to (444) plane. Diffraction peaks for the YBCO
fllm on YSZ/GGG and YAG substrates correspond to c-axis oriented fllms with
the maximum intensity peaks occurring at an angle 46.8° and 46.9° (Fig. lc,e),
while the peaks for the film on bare (111)GGG were a mixture of x-axis and
c-axis oriented films with the maximum intensity peak occurring at an angle 47.50
corresponding to an α-axis oriented film.

Figure 2 compares the resistance against temperature for the above men-
tioned YBCO films on (001)YAG (Fig. 2i), (111)GGG (Fig. 2ii) and YSZ buffered
(111)GGG (Fig. 2iii). The c-axis oriented films both on YAG and YSZ/GGG show
a lower zero resistance transition temperature (ΤR= 0 = 87-880C) compared to the
transition temperature (TcR=0 = 90-920C) for α-axis oriented film on (111)GGG.
The room temperature resistance RR.Τ. [ohm] of the corresponding films (í), (ii)
and (iii) was 5.3, 4 and 2.2. The sloichiometry of the films from energy disper-
sive X-ray spectrum (EDX) shows the c-oriented films to be Cu-rich in compari-
son to the α-oriented films and the possibility of having both the YBa2Cu 3 O7- x
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(123 phase YBCO) and Υ2 Βa4 Cu8 Οx(124 phase YBCO) phases. The 124-YBCO
has a lower transition temperature (80. K) compared to pure 123-YBCO of 90 K
and mixture of the two phases present explains the lower TcR= 0 in the c-axis ori-
ented films on garnets. The processing parameters and properties of laser deposited
YBCO films on GGG and YAG substrates are summarized in Table.
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4. summary

Garnet substrates are viable substrates for growing microwave quality HTSC
films. The film orientation and properties can be easily tailored by proper choice of
the substrate orientation and some matched buffer layers. Other garnet materials
with Gd substituted by other rare earths like Y, Lu, Yb, Tm, Dy, Nd, Er, Pr,
Sm, Eu etc. in Gd3Ga5O12 could be other possible good substrates for further
investigations.
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